CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Technical Director
About Company
WeWatch PTE., Ltd is a regional TV and Video Streaming Service Provider with business operations in multiple
countries in South Eastern Asia.
Job Description
1. Responsible for product planning and development route, setting up the digital strategic layout of the company,
organizing the formulation and implementation of major product technology decisions and plans, and realizing
the transformation and innovation of the company's product technology;
2. Responsible for top-level design, underlying logic and overall arrangement of technology, organize and guide
the Technical team to carry out software development work following the overall framework, coordination of
the project and grasp the overall direction and pace of the project;
3. Responsible for exploring and researching on cutting-edge technologies such as AI, big data, and blockchain,
perceiving the latest developments in business and technology, and continuously promoting algorithm
performance optimization and application of new technologies, coordinate and promote the innovation
prototype pilot and commercialization, and strive to achieve the leading position within the industry;
4. Responsible for providing the best technical solutions for business, accurately insight into and transform users'
technical needs, and lead major decisions of version iteration, key technologies and core capabilities to meet
users' functional and value needs in a timely manner;
5. Responsible for building an efficient Technical team, laying out each technical node and formulating and
implementing the training, development and driving mechanism of talents, build up high school and low level
echelon power;
6. Lead the Technical team to achieve various tasks such as technical system architecture design, system analysis,
product and platform new function development as well as performance optimization.
Job Requirements
1. Possess recognized Degree or above in Computer Science and Technology, or related to Software Programming
/ Engineering;
2. More than 8 years of IT work experience in large IT companies/enterprises, with more than 3 years working
experience as a CTO or Technical Director;
3. Proficient in system architecture design, system analysis, software implementation, performance optimization,
system security, etc.;
4. Has strong management ability and comprehensive technology. Familiar with agile management, proficient in
Java, C, P, Python,. net, Lua, Js and other languages, familiar with Springcloud, Nodejs, NginxLua, Soa,
hierarchical architecture system;
5. Have a certain acumen of the technology market, be able to realize technology from the perspective of customers
and business, grasp the market development trends in time, and provide decision-making suggestions for the
company's technology development;
6. Possess keen and accurate insight and careful logical thinking, able to grasp the development trend of industry
business and the development trend of key technologies.
How to Apply
Location: 68 TEMASEK BOULEVARD #42-00 SUNTEC TOWER THREE, Singapore 4038988
Tel/Telegram: 6585317363
Email: job@wewatch.asia;
Website: www.wewatch.asia

